
Medical Negligence

Individuals and their loved ones suffer from devastating physical, emotional, and financial burdens caused by
medical negligence.  Our medical malpractice attorneys work tirelessly to help alleviate these injuries and to
hold medical practitioners accountable for their negligence.  The attorneys at Todd & Weld are devoted to
assisting families through these difficult times and helping them understand and obtain the support they will
need in the future.

Todd & Weld's attorneys have represented plaintiffs in many challenging medical malpractice cases.

We have obtained many favorable results for clients, including numerous multimillion-dollar verdicts and
settlements, by aggressively gathering evidence, working with a broad network of experts, and effectively
advocating cases in court and in settlement negotiations.

If you or a loved one as has suffered a medical malpractice injury, contact us to discuss your legal rights.
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Just Transparency post: Racism Does Not Stop at the Hospital Door
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Just Transparency post: One important immunity achieved with legislation protecting healthcare providers
from lawsuits

Jeffrey Catalano appointed to serve on board of directors of patient safety organization

Jeff Catalano comments in media on effectiveness of MA law on apologies in med-mal matters

Jeffrey Catalano in Good Morning America report on client's lawsuit against fertility clinic

Jeff Catalano quoted in news article on client's lawsuit against hospital for 13-year delay disclosing frozen
embryo

Jeff Catalano in MBA podcast discusses increasing transparency in med-mal matters

Results

Hospital apologizes for mistake, settles above $100K charitable immunity cap

Firm obtains $1.25M settlement of med-mal wrongful death case

Firm obtains $4.5M settlement in case involving amputation of teen's legs following missed diagnosis of
sepsis

Firm obtains $775K settlement in wrongful death med-mal case involving delayed diagnosis

Firm obtains $1M settlement in med-mal case involving delayed diagnosis of lung cancer

Todd & Weld obtains early med-mal settlement following apology from hospital

Firm obtains $1.1M settlement in wrongful death case involving hospital that failed to admit man to ICU
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